Custom Indoor and Outdoor Signs - Vehicle Wraps - Trade Show Displays

Spark Signs & Graphics - Boosting Business
Interior Signage for Dow ntow n HBK Office
HBK allowed us to put the finishing touches on
their new Valuation, Litigation, & Forensics
office space. We provided identification
graphics on the front door, conference room
privacy film, and a dimensional lobby sign.
We fabricated the custom lobby sign from cut
aluminum with a brushed finish. We utilized
etched privacy film and printed the HBK "lotus"
logo and applied the graphics to the glass
windows. Plus, every company within the office
building is required to have identification
graphics. We fulfilled this need by applying
vinyl lettering to let people know the name and
hours of the company.
Read our blog to learn more about this project.

Check out some of our other work from March

Mike's Beer Bar - Exterior Signage
The newest specialty craft beer bar on the North
Shore of Pittsburgh, Mike's Beer Bar, had a tight
schedule and Spark jumped in. We fabricated two
lighted and three awning signs that highlighted
the number of different beers (over 500) and
rotating taps (80). See our Flickr album.

PCG - Identification Lettering
We completed this project for PCG, a tenant at 11
Stanwix Street in Pittsburgh. We laser cut
¼” black matte acrylic letters and logos and
applied them to both sides of two pylons - one
next to Stanwix Street and the other at the
building's entrance.

Pinewood Place - Lobby Directory Signs
The developers at Pinewood Place in Warrendale
came to us to design and produce lobby directory
signs. We worked hand-in-hand with our client to
understand the space and what they needed. The
result: custom designed inserts placed inside
these handsome curved frame systems.

Freshii - Interior Sign
One of the newest fast-casual restaurants in
Cranberry Twp., freshii, gave us the opportunity
to supply two large lighted channel letter signs
and the interior logo sign shown here. We placed
these oversized acrylic letters on a really cool wall
- one with mini green ivy - to further enhance the
freshii brand.

Canvas Prints for Atria McCandless

Atria McCandless, the area's newest senior living community is set to open this fall near McCandless
Crossing. To help with their debut, we installed 25 vivid canvas prints and sample finish boards in the
Atria sales center.

Connect with us.
Log on to our website to learn more about
the types of custom signs we create, or
stop by our showroom, from where we
serve western
Pennsylvania.







